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Reconsolidation of Human Memory: Brain
Mechanisms and Clinical Relevance
Lars Schwabe, Karim Nader, and Jens C. Pruessner
The processes of memory formation and storage are complex and highly dynamic. Once memories are consolidated, they are not
necessarily ﬁxed but can be changed long after storage. In particular, seemingly stable memories may re-enter an unstable state when
they are retrieved, from which they must be re-stabilized during a process known as reconsolidation. During reconsolidation, memories
are susceptible to modiﬁcations again, thus providing an opportunity to update seemingly stable memories. While initial demonstrations
of memory reconsolidation came mainly from animal studies, evidence for reconsolidation in humans is now accumulating as well. Here,
we review recent advances in our understanding of human memory reconsolidation. After a summary of ﬁndings on the reconsolidation
of human fear and episodic memory, we focus particularly on recent neuroimaging data that provide ﬁrst insights into how
reconsolidation processes are implemented in the human brain. Finally, we discuss the implications of memory modiﬁcations during
reconsolidation for the treatment of mental disorders such as posttraumatic stress disorder and drug addiction.
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A

berrant memory processes are a hallmark of many mental
disorders. One of the most prominent examples illustrating
the role of dysfunctional memories in psychopathology is
found in posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD), where individuals
experience unwanted memories through nightmares, ﬂashbacks,
or intrusive recollections of a traumatic event (1). However,
maladaptive memories are also common in other disorders.
Patients with panic disorder or obsessive-compulsive disorder,
for instance, often show a memory bias toward threat-related
information (2). Moreover, drug addiction has been interpreted as
an usurpation of systems of associative memory underlying
reward-related learning (3). Altering such dysfunctional memories
is a crucial step in the successful treatment of these and other
mental disorders.
For more than a century, it was generally assumed that freshly
acquired memories are initially in a dynamic, labile state for a
short period of time, after which the memory is ﬁxed or
consolidated. Consolidated memories were thought to be persistent and insensitive to disruption (4). However, this classical
consolidation view has been challenged over the past 15 years by
accumulating evidence showing that the retrieval (or reactivation)
of consolidated memories returns memories to a labile state.
These reactivated memories then need to undergo a process of
restabilization, called reconsolidation, to be preserved [for
reviews, see (5,6)]. During reconsolidation, memories can be
strengthened, weakened, or updated (Figure 1), thus providing
an opportunity to modify seemingly stable memories, even for
memories that are decades old.
In this review, we focus on memory reconsolidation in humans
and, in particular, on how reconsolidation processes are implemented in the human brain. After a concise (and admittedly
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selective) review of the most important reconsolidation ﬁndings
in animals [see (5,6) for more comprehensive reviews of reconsolidation in animals], we ﬁrst summarize data on reconsolidation
processes in human fear and episodic memory. We then focus on
recent neuroimaging studies that provide insight into the neural
processes underlying reconsolidation in the human brain. Finally,
we discuss the potential relevance of memory reconsolidation
manipulations in the treatment of mental disorders such as PTSD
and drug addiction.

Memory Reconsolidation: Nothing Is Written in Stone
The idea that memories may re-enter a vulnerable state after
their retrieval is not at all new. Already in the 1960s, it was shown
that electroconvulsive shock, an amnesic treatment, resulted in
memory loss if administered immediately after retrieval or
reinstatement of a seemingly robust passive-avoidance memory
(7,8). Similar ﬁndings were reported in the following years (9,10).
These data were interpreted as evidence for a distinction
between inactive, invulnerable memory traces wired into the
brain and active memory traces that were open to disruption,
irrespective of the time since encoding (11). What was initially
called cue-dependent amnesia (9,10) and later referred to as
reconsolidation (12,13), however, was considered by many as an
anomaly. The Zeitgeist seemed to favor the view of a unidirectional stabilization process during which memories progress
gradually from unstable to stable and thus become ﬁxed and
resistant to change (14,15). This consolidation view dominated
the neuroscience of memory for several more decades to come.
It was only at the end of the past century that the reconsolidation phenomenon was rediscovered by showing amnesic
effects of pharmacologic interventions after reactivation of
seemingly stable memories [reviewed in (16)]. In 2000, reconsolidation was ultimately returned to the spotlight of memory
research by a study that demonstrated a reconsolidation process
in the (lateral and basal) amygdala for consolidated auditory fear
memory, a well described task at the systems level of analyses
(17). In this study, rats were injected into the amygdala with the
protein synthesis inhibitor anisomycin, an amnesic agent, after
they were reminded of a conditioning session that took place 24
hours or 2 weeks before. Rats treated with anisomycin showed
intact postreactivation short-term memory but impaired postreactivation long-term memory. Importantly, animals that were
not reminded of the conditioning session before anisomycin
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Figure 1. The reconsolidation concept. Shortly after
learning, a memory is in an active state until it gets
consolidated. The retrieval of a consolidated memory
returns the memory from an inactive state to an active
state again, from which it needs to be stabilized anew.
The process during which reactivated memories are
stabilized again is called reconsolidation. During reconsolidation, the active memory traces are vulnerable to
modiﬁcations.

administration had intact memory. This was suggestive of the
notion that it was indeed the reactivation that rendered the fear
memory labile again. Moreover, if the anisomycin treatment was
delayed by 6 hours after reactivation, it had no effect on memory,
suggesting that the reactivation-induced instability was also
transient. Shortly after this seminal study, other studies using
systemic anisomycin injections showed similar effects (18) but
added that de novo protein synthesis is also required in the
hippocampus after reactivation of a hippocampus-dependent
contextual fear memory (19). Beyond the behavioral level of
analysis, there is also evidence for a cellular process akin to
reconsolidation. In particular, it has been shown that synaptic
reactivation by test pulses destabilizes pathways that have
undergone late long-term potentiation (20). In addition, reconsolidation blockade has been shown to reverse the molecular
changes induced by learning (21), demonstrating the speciﬁcity
of its impairment.
To date, the majority of the studies on reconsolidation have
been done in animals (5,6,22,23). Although these animal studies
provide important insights into the mechanisms involved in
reconsolidation and into how these differ from those underlying
consolidation (18,24), to assess the practical relevance of reconsolidation, whether in the classroom or in the clinic, it is crucial to
demonstrate reconsolidation in humans. First, modern evidence
for reconsolidation in humans came a few years after the rebirth
of interest in reconsolidation from a study showing that learning
of a new motor sequence after reactivation of a previously
learned sequence reduced the subsequent memory for the
original sequence (25). The last few years, however, have seen
an accumulating body of data demonstrating reconsolidation in
human memory and the growth in human reconsolidation
studies has been exponential (23,26). We will brieﬂy review the
ﬁndings on reconsolidation of human fear and episodic memory,
before we focus on the underlying processes in the human brain
as revealed by recent neuroimaging studies.

Reconsolidation of Human Fear Memory
Based on the ﬁndings in rodents demonstrating that conditioned fear memory can be changed when reactivated (17),
researchers sought to target the reconsolidation of fear memory
in humans. A ﬁrst study on the reconsolidation of human fear
memory (27) capitalized on the well-known role of adrenergic
receptors for emotional memory (28). In this study, healthy
participants were ﬁrst fear-conditioned and the fear was reactivated by a single presentation of a conditioned stimulus 24
hours later. Shortly before reactivation, participants received the
beta blocker propranolol, blocking beta-adrenergic receptors
during the proposed reconsolidation window. Beta-adrenergic
receptor blockade during and after reactivation impaired the fear
memory 24 hours later and prevented the return of fear in a
reinstatement protocol. Importantly, propranolol without reactivation did not alter fear memory, showing that the reactivation

was required to render the fear memory vulnerable again.
Propranolol can disrupt the reconsolidation of fear memory even
when the fear acquisition is pharmacologically enhanced. Furthermore, the effect of the beta blocker remains if it is
administered after reactivation, thus ruling out the possibility
that propranolol affects fear reactivation rather than reconsolidation (29). Using an instructed fear paradigm, it was shown that
propranolol also reduces the subjective feeling of anxiety of an
aversive event that was actually never experienced (30). There is,
however, evidence that retrieval per se is not sufﬁcient to initiate
the reconsolidation of fear memories. For fear memory labilization
to occur, new information has to be presented during reactivation
(31,32). Moreover, whereas propranolol during reconsolidation
alters speciﬁc measures of fear such as the startle response, it
does not appear to affect declarative fear memory or other
conditioning parameters such as skin conductance (27,33). The
latter and speciﬁc methodological issues, such as the fact that
propranolol was often administered before memory reactivation,
raised some skepticism about whether the observed effects of
propranolol may indeed be attributed to altered reconsolidation
processes [(34) but see (35) for a reply].
An alternative way of modifying fear memories during
reconsolidation is the combination of fear reactivation and
extinction learning, as demonstrated by previous rodent studies
(36). There is ﬁrst evidence that this procedure might indeed be
successful. Participants who underwent extinction training 10
minutes after the reactivation of a previously acquired conditioned fear showed no recovery of fear in a re-extinction session
24 hours and up to 1 year later (37). Later studies replicated that
postreactivation extinction prevents the return of fear and that
the blockade of fear is speciﬁc to the reactivated stimulus (38–40).
Others, however, found no indication that a single reminder
before extinction training could diminish fear memory (41–43).
These discrepancies might at least partly be due to procedural
differences, for example, in the conditioned stimuli, the reinforcement schedules during fear acquisition, or the use of online
unconditioned stimulus-expectancy ratings (44). Thus, although
the extinction protocol has the advantage that it is noninvasive
and safe, the robustness of its effects in humans is unclear at
this point.

Reconsolidation of Human Episodic Memory
The malleability of episodic memories long after encoding has
been widely accepted in cognitive psychology (45,46). However,
the role of reconsolidation processes in the modiﬁcation of
episodic long-term memory traces has been addressed only
rather recently. In an elegant set of experiments (47), participants
learned a list of objects on day 1. Twenty-four hours later, half of
the subjects received a reminder, and then all subjects learned a
second list of objects. Memory for the original list was tested
again 24 hours later. Results showed that only participants who
were reminded of the ﬁrst list before new learning incorporated
www.sobp.org/journal
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objects from the second list into their memory of the ﬁrst list.
This effect was found in the test on day 3, but not immediately after new learning, suggesting that the modiﬁcation
of memory was reactivation-dependent and that a timedependent, consolidation-like process was at work. Similar effects
were reported for paired associate memory (48) or more real-life
related material, such as a movie of a terrorist attack (49). Followup studies suggested that the spatial context triggers the
reconsolidation of episodic memories (50) and further demonstrated that the observed changes of memory after reactivation
were due to updating of the original memory and not to source
confusion [(51), see also (49)].
New learning after reactivation may not only update but can
also impair existing episodic memories (49,52,53). Interestingly, in
addition to memory for artiﬁcial material learned in the laboratory, people’s autobiographic memories also may be susceptible
to impairing effects of new learning during reconsolidation (54),
underlining the relevance of this phenomenon for memory in
everyday life. However, if memory reactivation is not followed
immediately by learning of interfering material, it may serve to
strengthen episodic memories (55). Stressful experiences after
memory reactivation can also affect subsequent retention. Yet,
the direction of these effects is not entirely clear, as some studies
showed enhanced (56,57) and others showed impaired memory
(58) when participants were stressed after retrieval, which might
be owing to differences in the learning material or the learningreactivation interval.
Beyond these behavioral modiﬁcations of episodic memory
reconsolidation and in line with early animal experiments (7,8),
recent evidence shows that electroconvulsive shock after memory
reactivation may interfere with the reconsolidation of human
episodic memories (59). Moreover, pharmacologic manipulations
were also used to modify memory during reconsolidation. For
instance, beta-adrenergic receptor blockade by propranolol
before the retrieval of previously learned neutral and emotional
pictures was shown to reduce the subjective feeling of vivid
remembering that is usually associated with emotional memories
(60). Glucose or a gamma-aminobutyric acidergic agonist after
reactivation, however, enhanced later retention of paired associations (57,61). In sum, there is by now striking evidence that
episodic memories can be updated, strengthened, or weakened
after their retrieval, i.e., during reconsolidation.

Reconsolidation in the Human Brain
How is the reconsolidation of fear or episodic memories
represented in the human brain? The ﬁrst study that addressed
this question employed the superior memory for emotional
relative to neutral information (62). It is well established that this
emotional memory enhancement is owing to arousal-related
noradrenergic activity in the amygdala (63,64), and it has been
shown that the administration of the beta-adrenergic receptor
antagonist propranolol shortly after learning blocks the enhanced
consolidation of emotional material (65). To test whether propranolol may also interfere with the reconsolidation of emotional
memories, participants were ﬁrst presented neutral and emotionally arousing pictures. On the following day, the memory for these
pictures was reactivated (or not) after participants had ingested
propranolol or a placebo. Recognition memory performance was
tested again 24 hours later. Critically, brain activity was recorded
using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) both during
reactivation and during memory testing. The behavioral data
www.sobp.org/journal
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showed that propranolol indeed abolished the emotional memory enhancement when it was administered before memory
reactivation. Propranolol without reactivation or reactivation
without propranolol, however, had no effect on the strength of
the emotional memories. Neuroimaging revealed that memory
reactivation was associated with signiﬁcant activation of hippocampus and amygdala, areas that are known to play a key role in
emotional memory formation and retrieval (28,64). Importantly,
the placebo ⫹ reactivation and propranolol ⫹ reactivation groups
did not differ in brain activity during reactivation, suggesting that
the beta blocker alone did not interfere with the reactivation of
the memory traces; although, it cannot be ruled out that the drug
altered other reactivation parameters than those that are detectable by fMRI. During memory testing 24 hours later, participants
who had received propranolol before reactivation showed
increased hippocampus and amygdala activation, indicating that
these structures needed to be more strongly activated to enable
correct memory (hits) for emotional stimuli.
Another recent fMRI study examined the neural correlates of
the attenuation of consolidated fear memories by extinction after
reactivation (39). Similar to the study described above (37),
participants in this study were ﬁrst fear-conditioned. The fear
was then reactivated 24 hours later and participants underwent
an extinction session either 10 minutes or 6 hours after reactivation, i.e., within or outside the proposed reconsolidation
window. Fear memory was assessed in a renewal test on the
following day and in a reinstatement test 3 days after reactivation.
Corroborating previous behavioral data (37), extinction training
after reactivation prevented the return of fear in the 10-minute
group but not in the 6-hour group. Brain activity during renewal
showed reduced activation of the amygdala, a key locus of fear
acquisition and retrieval (66,67), in participants who received the
extinction session shortly after fear memory reactivation compared with those who underwent the extinction session after a
6-hour delay. Interestingly, amygdala activity during renewal was
also associated with the return of fear during the reinstatement
test (particularly in the 6-hour group). Further evidence indicates
that the ventromedial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC) plays an important role in the effect of extinction training after fear memory
reactivation. In particular, extinction training after fear memory
reactivation diminished vmPFC involvement and also reduced
vmPFC-amygdala coupling, which might enable extinction learning training to more persistently change the original fear-memory
trace within the amygdala (68).
Whereas fMRI studies provide only correlational data, recent
studies using transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) allow
conclusions about brain areas playing a causal role in memory
reconsolidation. One such study examined modiﬁcations of motor
memories after reactivation (69). Here, participants were trained
in a sequential ﬁnger-tapping task and performed a memory test
(reactivation session) 30 minutes thereafter. During reactivation,
TMS was applied over area M1 in an attempt to interfere with
memory reconsolidation, or participants received sham stimulation. Performance in a memory test 24 hours later showed that
TMS during reactivation reduced the motor memory improvement from reactivation to test signiﬁcantly. This detrimental effect
on motor memory was accompanied by reduced activation of the
supplementary motor area, an area that is critical for the
implementation of motor actions (70). However, the reactivated
motor memories were most likely not yet fully consolidated and
the design of this study did not allow assessing whether the
memory modiﬁcations were reactivation-dependent. Another
TMS study used a design that circumvented these shortcomings.
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In this study, the right lateral prefrontal cortex, a brain area that is
crucial for memory reactivation (71), was stimulated via TMS after
the reactivation of episodic memories. The results of this study
showed that TMS of the prefrontal cortex enhanced memory
recall 24 hours later. Critically, this memory enhancing effect
occurred only when TMS was preceded by memory reactivation
and when TMS was applied shortly (⬍1 hour) after reactivation
(72).
Although there are important differences between these
studies, for example, with respect to the type of memory tested
or the manipulations used, together these studies suggest, at a
general level, that during reactivation more or less the same areas
are recruited that are involved in initial memory formation.
Manipulations after reactivation then change the activity of these
areas and these changes are linked to alterations in subsequent
memory performance.

Changing Memories after Reactivation: Clinical
Perspectives and Boundary Conditions
The ability to modify established emotional memories has
important implications for the treatment of many mental disorders, including anxiety disorders, such as PTSD, and addiction, as
demonstrated by initial clinical studies in the 1960s (73). In PTSD,
the strength of trauma memory can be considered the result of
the overconsolidation of the memory for the traumatic event due
to the action of stress hormones, such as glucocorticoids and
noradrenaline, that are released in response to the traumatic
experience (74). These hormones are well known to promote the
formation of lasting memories (4,28). Therefore, one approach to
treat traumatic memories is to block the action of stress
hormones after a potentially traumatic event has happened, to
interfere with its consolidation. There is some evidence that this
strategy might indeed be successful [(75,76), but see also (77)].
For instance, patients treated with the beta-adrenergic receptor
antagonist propranolol shortly after a vehicle accident were less
likely to develop PTSD symptoms in the following 3 months
compared with patients who had received a placebo (75).
Memory formation, however, can be modulated only within a
relatively short time window after an experience, during which
most individuals do not have access to clinical treatment. This is
where reconsolidation comes into play. If memories are susceptible to modiﬁcations again after retrieval, this may provide a
second window of opportunity to alter trauma memories. First
studies have been following this approach. Patients with chronic
PTSD, for example, were asked to prepare a personal traumatic
script, addressing the traumatic experience that caused the PTSD
(78). Each patient then received either propranolol or a placebo.
One week later, all patients underwent a psychophysiological
script-driven imagery procedure. The results showed that psychophysiological responding during mental imagery of the
traumatic event was signiﬁcantly lower in patients who had
received propranolol a week earlier than in patients who were
administered a placebo. These ﬁndings were replicated and
extended in three open-label studies (79). Although these studies
lacked the appropriate control groups that would be required to
conclude that the observed effects are due to changes in memory
reconsolidation, these ﬁndings suggest that postretrieval manipulations might be a promising tool in the treatment of PTSD, even
when the trauma is decades old.
Preclinical studies indicate that the reconsolidation of drugrelated memories also can be disrupted and suggest that
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disruption of drug memory reconsolidation may represent a
treatment strategy for addiction (80). Drug addiction is a
progressive psychopathology that leads to compulsive drugtaking behavior. Even after long periods of drug abstinence,
relapse is quite common (81). Cues in the environment that have
acquired an associative relationship with the drugs are thought to
contribute to drug taking and relapse (80). There are at least three
properties of cues associated with drugs that could contribute to
drug-taking behavior: they can acquire rewarding and reinforcing
properties onto themselves, they can induce the resumption of
drug-taking behavior (relapse), and they increase craving for the
drug (82,83). These cue-drug associations are very persistent and
resistant to the extinction protocols used to decrease the strength
of these conditioned responses in humans (84) or animals (85).
Animal models of drug addiction have reported that the
neurobiological mechanisms of wanting undergo reconsolidation.
Blocking wanting can reduce the ability of substance-related cues
to induce relapse. Consequently, targeting reconsolidation of the
mechanisms that mediate drug wanting should increase the
likelihood of long-term abstinence in humans (80). For example,
infusion of zif268 antisense oligodeoxynucleotides into the basolateral amygdala shortly before the reactivation of a previously
acquired conditioned stimulus-cocaine association abolished the
reinforcing properties of this drug-related cue (86). Likewise,
propranolol after reactivation can disrupt the reinforcing properties of an appetitively reinforced conditioned stimulus (87). The
translation of these ﬁndings to humans, however, has been
difﬁcult. Postreactivation stress or propranolol were shown to
impair the reconsolidation of drug-related words in abstinent
heroin addicts (88,89). Yet, changes in craving or relapse to drug
taking were not reported in these studies. Only very recently, it
was demonstrated that reconsolidation manipulations may alter
addictive behaviors in humans (90). Building on studies showing
the efﬁcacy of postreactivation extinction training in reducing fear
memories (36,37), heroin addicts were exposed brieﬂy to neutral
or heroin-related cues and then received an interference by a
new learning paradigm. This amnesic intervention led to reduced
cue-induced craving and reduced physiological responding to
heroin cues up to 6 months later. However, control groups
showed no effect. Many additional studies are required to follow
this initial study to determine whether reconsolidation modiﬁcations will be a successful strategy to treat addiction in humans.
Both in PTSD and in addiction, as in any other disorder,
unwanted memories need to be destabilized before they can be
modiﬁed during reconsolidation. Reconsolidation, however, is no
universal phenomenon. Several boundary conditions have been
identiﬁed under which memories that would normally undergo
reconsolidation do not. For example, it has been proposed that
older and stronger memories are less likely to be modiﬁed after
reactivation than younger and weaker ones (91–94). If memory
age and strength are boundary conditions for reconsolidation,
this would have major implications for reconsolidation-based
treatment approaches of PTSD. Further boundary conditions that
have been suggested are the reminder structure (95), the context
in which the reactivation takes place (50), the frequency of
memory reactivations (96), or the presence of new information
at reactivation (31,32) that speciﬁcally targets existing memories
(49). However, several of these boundary conditions were found
in some studies but not in others (6). For example, age and
strength boundary conditions appear to be less relevant for the
reconsolidation of drug memories (86). Moreover, there is
evidence that boundary conditions themselves may be transient
and that they can be overcome (93,97–99). Nevertheless,
www.sobp.org/journal
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understanding exactly when memories undergo reconsolidation and
when they do not is critical for any attempts to use reconsolidation
manipulations as a treatment strategy for mental disorders.

Summary
Starting from its rediscovery at the end of the past century,
reconsolidation has been the topic of intense scientiﬁc inquiry.
Animal studies provided important insights into the molecular
and cellular basis of reconsolidation (100). Reconsolidation of
human memory has by now been demonstrated repeatedly and
across different tasks. First evidence points to a potential use of
reconsolidation manipulations in the treatment of disorders such
as PTSD and addiction and, most recently, neuroimaging has
been used to explore the mechanisms underlying reconsolidation
in the human brain. Yet, a number of important questions remain.
Are all individuals similarly susceptible to postreactivation modiﬁcations of memory? And if not, what factors can account for
interindividual differences in reconsolidation? How long is the
reconsolidation window and can its duration be inﬂuenced? How
does the nature of the reconsolidation process determine
whether memory is weakened, strengthened, or otherwise
updated? How are the reconsolidation process and its boundary
conditions represented in the human brain? Are postreactivation
modiﬁcations of fear, trauma, or drug memories really long
lasting? These and related questions need to be addressed to
enhance our understanding of the reconsolidation phenomenon
and, in particular, its value in the treatment of aberrant memory
processes in mental disorders.
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